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1) Introduction. 
 
 
This document comprises preparatory work for the LEAP Multimedia Working 
Group guide to creating metadata for multimedia repository deposits. 
 
The brief for the guide is to produce “a guide for non-experts in how to 
recognise different classes of item, what metadata should be regarded as 
essential to each and where to get expert help”. 
 
In order to meet this brief, the group identified metadata schema that seek to 
describe classes of non-textual items. A selection of these schemas was used 
as a basis for analysis and comparison to identify distinctive metadata 
requirements for different kinds of outputs. The schemas used for this 
comparison were: 
 

• Visual Resource Association (VRA) core 4.0  
• Categories for the Description of Works of Art (CDWA)  core elements 
• Public Broadcasting Core (PBCore) elements 
• KULTUR project metadata elements 
• Safeguarding European Photographic Images for Access Data Element 

Set (SEPIADES) core elements 
 
Of these, VRA and CDWA are designed for cataloguing works of art, PBCore 
is designed for cataloguing audiovisual media from the broadcast industries, 
KULTUR is a repository-specific metadata set designed for arts repositories 
and SEPIADES is designed for cataloguing photographs. 
 
The analysis and comparison of these standards makes up the first part of 
this report. Since they are not designed to perform the same task, the 
differences between them form the focus of the analysis. Areas of metadata 
that are specific to different kinds of output are highlighted to be used as a 
basis for a recommended metadata set for those output types.  
 
In order to identify the different output types for cataloguing, the KULTUR 
project categories of artworks are employed. The approach taken here was to 
define each output type individually as far as possible. These definitions were 
written with an eye to making it straightforward for a non-expert to identify and 
classify multimedia items that may be deposited to a repository.  
 
With definitions and metadata overviews in place, this report is intended to 
form the basis for discussion within the working group. Once the group has 
appraised this document and any changes/recommendations have been 
incorporated, then the final draft will be used as a source for the creation of 
guidance documents for repository managers, staff and depositors. 
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2) Metadata Schemas 
 
For the purposes of this analysis, only the core, or basic, elements of each 
schema were employed. Given that a detailed analysis of the hundreds of 
sub-elements that make up the various schemas would produce little benefit 
to a repository manager or user, it was felt that a focus on the higher level, 
essential elements would be most productive. 
 
Each schema is prefaced by a brief discussion. The core elements are 
presented in tables, alongside definitions or descriptions of each. 
 
There were a number of other metadata schemas which were considered for 
inclusion in this analysis, but which were excluded for a variety of reasons. 
For example, MPEG-7 is designed to provide detailed formatting information 
and fine-grained descriptions of the structural and low-level audiovisual 
features of multimedia content. It is a large and very complex metadata set, 
which does not map in any straightforward way to other standards1. In light of 
this, and of the high proportion of tools (aimed at enabling machines to 
generate audiovisual descriptions) built into the standard, it is being excluded 
from the comparisons offered here.  
 
Other schemas that were excluded were MPEG-21, Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission Standard (METS) and the Common European Research 
Information Format (CERIF). These were not included in this report on the 
grounds that they are less concerned with descriptions at the item level than 
with structural metadata (relationships between entities, activities, outputs et 
cetera). As such, given the narrower focus of this analysis, it was felt that 
such schemas are probably best considered separately. 
 
 
 
VRA core 4.0 elements for cataloguing visual media: 
 
 
The Visual Resource Association developed the VRA Core data standard for 
the use of the cultural heritage community in describing ‘works of visual 
culture as well as the images that document them’2. It is designed to work with 
METS and version 4.0 is designed to be expressible in XML. It follows the 
Dublin Core practice of a 1:1 relationship between items and their descriptive 
records and uses the element ‘RELATION’ to capture relationships and links 
between different items. 
 
It is obviously relevant to the repository community in that it offers a key 
standard for visual media metadata, but also because it is designed to 
                                            
1 see for example the mapping of DC elements to MPEG-7 at 
http://www.metadata.net/harmony/video_appln_profile.html 
2 http://www.vraweb.org/projects/vracore4/index.html 
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catalogue images that record visual media, a class of item that repositories 
handling records for physical ‘analogue’ media will have to contend with. 
Table 1: VRA core 4.0 elements3. 
 
Element Description 
Work, collection, 
Image 

Defines the record as describing a WORK (a built or created 
object), a COLLECTION (an aggregate of such objects), or an 
IMAGE (a visual surrogate of such objects.) 

Agent The names, appellations, or other identifiers assigned to an 
individual, group, or corporate body that has contributed to the 
design, creation, production, manufacture, or alteration of the work 
or image. 

Cultural context The name of the culture, people (ethnonym), or adjectival form of a 
country name from which a Work, Collection, or Image originates, or 
the cultural context with which the Work, Collection, or Image has 
been associated. 

Date Date or range of dates associated with the creation, design, 
production, presentation, performance, construction, or alteration, 
etc. of the work or image. 

Description A free-text note about the Work, Collection, or Image, including 
comments, description, or interpretation, that gives additional 
information not recorded in other categories. 

Inscription All marks or written words added to the object at the time of 
production or in its subsequent history, including signatures, dates, 
dedications, texts, and colophons, as well as marks, such as the 
stamps of silversmiths, publishers, or printers. 

Location The geographic location and/or name of the repository, building, 
site, or other entity whose boundaries include the Work or Image. 

Material The substance of which a work or an image is composed. 
Measurements The physical size, shape, scale, dimensions, or format of the Work 

or Image. 
Relation Terms or phrases describing the identity of the related work and the 

relationship between the work being cataloged and the related work 
or image. 

Rights Information about the copyright status and the rights holder for a 
work, collection, or image. 

Source A reference to the source of the information recorded about the 
work or the image. 

State Edition The identifying number and/or name assigned to the state or edition 
of a work that exists in more than one form and the placement of 
that work in the context of prior or later issuances of multiples of the 
same work. 

Style Period A defined style, historical period, group, school, dynasty, movement, 
etc. whose characteristics are represented in the Work or Image. 

Subject Terms or phrases that describe, identify, or interpret the Work or 
Image and what it depicts or expresses. 

Technique The production or manufacturing processes, techniques, and 
methods incorporated in the fabrication or alteration of the work or 
image. 

Textref Contains the name of a related textual reference and any type of 
unique identifier that text assigns to a Work or Collection that is 
independent of any repository. 

Title The title or identifying phrase given to a Work or an Image 
Work Type Identifies the specific type of WORK, COLLECTION, or IMAGE 

                                            
3 http://www.vraweb.org/projects/vracore4/VRA_Core4_Element_Description.pdf 
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being described in the record. 
 
CDWA core categories for the descriptions of works of art. 
 
The CDWA standard was developed by the J. Paul Getty trust and the 
College Art Association as a set of guidelines ‘for the description of art objects 
and images’4. It was developed with art databases firmly in mind, and is as 
such particularly useful for repositories. The ‘core’ elements listed here (from 
a complete list of 532 categories and subcategories) are regarded as together 
representing the ‘minimum information necessary to identify and describe a 
work’5. 
 
Table 2: CDWA core elements6. 
 
Category Description 
Object/Work An identification of the type and number of works described. 
Classification Placement of a work of art or architecture within a classification 

scheme that groups other, similar works together on the basis of 
similar characteristics. 

Titles or names The titles or names given to a work of art, architecture, or group, as 
well as the type of title, and the dates when the title was valid. 

Creation The creation, design, execution, or production of a work of art or 
architecture and its components, including all those responsible for 
the creation of the work or items in the group, the dates of that 
activity, and the place where the creation took place. 

Measurements Information about the size, shape, scale, and dimensions of a work 
of art or architecture. 

Materials and 
Techniques 

The substances or materials used in the creation of a work of art or 
architecture, as well as any production or manufacturing techniques, 
processes, or methods incorporated in its fabrication. This 
information includes a description of both the materials used to 
create the work and the way in which they were put together. 

Subject Matter The subject matter of a work of art (sometimes referred to as its 
content) is the narrative, iconographic, or non-objective meaning 
conveyed by an abstract or a figurative composition. It is what is 
depicted in and by a work of art. It also covers the function of an 
object or architecture that otherwise has no narrative content. 

Current Location The name and geographic location of the repository that is currently 
responsible for the work, or, for monumental works and architecture, 
the geographic location of the work. If the work is lost, destroyed, 
has location unknown, or the work is in an anonymous private 
collection, indicate this. It also includes the repository number, credit 
line, and other administrative information about the work. 

Related Textual 
References 

Citations to sources of textual information related to the work of art 
or architecture being described, including published bibliographic 
materials, Web sites, archival documents, unpublished manuscripts, 
and references to verbal opinions expressed by scholars or subject 
experts. Also includes subcategories for a citations authority. 

Person/Corporate 
Body Authority 

Information about artists, architects, and other individuals and 
corporate bodies responsible for the design and production of works 
of art and architecture. This authority may also contain information 
about patrons, repositories, and other people or corporate bodies 

                                            
4 http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/ 
5 http://www.gettytrust.us/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/introduction.html 
6 http://www.gettytrust.us/research/conducting_research/standards/cdwa/categories.html 
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important to the record for the work. 
Place/Location 
Authority 

Information about geographic places important to the work of art, 
architecture, or to the creators. This authority includes 
administrative entities, such as nations or cities, and physical 
features, such as rivers or continents. 

Generic Concept 
Authority 

Information about generic concepts needed to catalog or describe 
the work, including the type of object, materials, activities, its style, 
other attributes, or the role of a creator. 

Subject Authority Information about a named iconographical, literary, mythological, or 
religious character, animal, theme, or story, or a named historical or 
fictional event. It may also contain information about a named 
structure, particularly if the structure is not cataloged separately as 
a work in its own right. 

 
 
 
PBCore basic elements. 
 
 
PBCore is not easy to summarise, as each of the core elements has sub-
elements that qualify or describe them. For example, Title is augmented by 
TitleType, which is used to identify which of the many kinds of title (episode, 
series, project) that a media item may have is being applied. This description 
covers only the main elements to show the kind of information that is required 
for a complete metadata record. 
 
Table 3: PBCore elements7. 
 
Element Description 
Identifier The descriptor identifier is used to reference or identify the entire 

record of metadata descriptions for a media item and exists at the 
top level for a PBCore description and its associated description 
document (XML). 

Title The descriptor title is a name given to the media item you are 
cataloging. It is the unique name everyone should use to refer to or 
search for a particular media item. 

Subject The descriptor subject is used to assign topical headings or 
keywords that portray the intellectual content of the media item you 
are cataloging. Typically, a subject is expressed by a limited number 
of keywords, key phrases, or even specific classification codes. 

Description The metadata element description uses free-form text or a 
narrative to report general notes, abstracts, or summaries about the 
intellectual content of a media item you are cataloguing. 

Genre The descriptor genre describes the manner in which the intellectual 
content of a media item is presented, viewed or heard by a user. It 
indicates the structure of the presentation, as well as the topical 
nature of the content in a generalized form. 

Relation The descriptor relationType identifies the type of intellectual content 
bond between a media item you are cataloging and some other 
related media item. 

Coverage The descriptor coverage uses keywords to identify a span of space 
or time that is expressed by the intellectual content of a media item. 

Audience Level The descriptor audienceLevel identifies a type of audience, viewer, 
or listener for whom the media item you are cataloging is primarily 

                                            
7 http://www.pbcore.org/PBCore/index.html 
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designed or educationally useful. 
Audience Rating The descriptor audienceRating designates the type of users for 

whom a media item is intended or judged appropriate in terms of its 
intellectual content. 

Creator The descriptor creator identifies a person or organization primarily 
responsible for creating a media item. The creator may be 
considered an author and could be one or more people, a business, 
organization, group, project or service. 

Contributor The descriptor contributor identifies a person or organization that 
has made substantial creative contributions to the intellectual 
content within a media item. This contribution is considered to be 
secondary to the primary author(s) (person or organization) 
identified in the descriptor creator. 

Publisher The descriptor publisher identifies a person or organization 
primarily responsible for distributing or making a media item 
available to others. The publisher may be a person, a business, 
organization, group, project or service. 

Rights Summary Use the descriptor rightsSummary as an all-purpose container field 
to identify information about copyrights and property rights held in 
and over a media item, whether they are open access or restricted 
in some way. If dates, times and availability periods are associated 
with a right, include them. End user permissions, constraints and 
obligations may also be identified, as needed. 

Date Created The descriptor dateCreated refers to the creation date for a 
particular version or rendition of a media item across its entire life 
cycle. A specific time may also be associated the date. 

Instantiation The descriptor Instantiation identifies the nature of the media asset 
as it exists in some form or format in the physical world or digitally. It 
covers the technical metadata for the asset. Sub-elements include: 
dates of creation and issue, format, media type, standard, encoding, 
file size, duration, data rate, aspect ratio, colours and language.  

Date available The descriptor dateAvailableStart specifies a specific start date for 
the availability of a version or rendition of a media item. It may refer 
to start dates for the availability of a program that is broadcast 
locally, regionally, nationally or internationally, or for web-based 
distribution 

Format Identifier The descriptor formatIdentifier employs an unambiguous reference 
or identifier for a particular rendition/instantiation of a media item. 
Best practice is to identify the media item (whether analog or digital) 
by means of a string or number corresponding to an established or 
formal identification system if one exists. 

 
 
 
 
KULTUR project metadata. 
 
 
The KULTUR project used as its starting point qualified Dublin Core, which 
was then customised further to give a repository specific set of metadata 
requirements. Certain of these fields are not required for all works of art, and 
many are listed in the repository design as optional, meaning that this 
metadata set is unlikely to be applied as consistently as some of the more 
prescriptive standards. However, the aim of this was to encourage self-
deposit by creators into the repository, and as such it marks a pragmatic 
decision on the part of the designers to focus on repository population.  
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Table 4: KULTUR metadata elements8. 
 
Element Description 
Title and/or 
description 

Either the name of the piece or, for untitled works, a short 
description. 

Format The file format of the item uploaded. 
Format description An additional brief description of the file format. 
Visible to Sets access levels to the item 
License Specify an explicit license for the item (as distinct from access 

rights) such as a creative commons license. 
Embargo expiry 
date 

The date that a publisher- or sponsor-imposed embargo expires. On 
and after this date, the item will be made publicly accessible 

Institutions The institutions with which the item should be associated [NB: this 
field particularly relevant to shared repositories] 

Uncontrolled 
keywords 

Natural language terms to describe the content of the work. 

Art/Design 
categories 

Required field, choose from a list of different kinds of art/craft work. 

Title The title of the work 
Description A description of the work or the context of the work 
Date The date the work was completed or first made public 
Creators The names of individuals responsible for the creation of the work 
Corporate or 
Group creators 

Companies, organisations, research centres/groups, or collaborative 
partnerships that have created the work. 

Other contributors The names of others who have contributed to the production of this 
work and the role they have played, such as director, curator or 
photographer. 

Other Corporate or 
Group 
Contributors 

The names of others who have contributed to the production of this 
work and the role they have played. 

Funders The sponsoring bodies who contributed 
funding for the creation of this work. 

Project or series The name of the project or series that the work is part of. 
Measurements or 
duration 

Physical dimensions of item or duration of video, film or audio work 

Locations/venues The venues where this exhibition or performance has taken place, or 
the locations of an installation, site-specific, or public art work. 

Number of pieces Either the number of pieces shown by the creator in an exhibition, or 
the total number of pieces included by the curator in the exhibition 

Related 
Exhibitions 

Exhibitions that this work has featured in 

Contact email 
address 

The contact email address for the creator/depositor of the work 

Copyright holders A person, firm or corporate body which holds the copyright for the 
work 

Related URLs URLs that are related to the work, such as 
an artist's or a gallery website. 

Related 
Publications 

Any publications relating to the work, such 
as an exhibition catalogue, article or review. 

                                            
8 http://kultur.eprints.org/Metadata%20report%20Final.pdf 
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References Any reference list contained in documents or documentation of the 
work. 

Additional 
information 

Non-specified information that has not been included in other fields 
can be entered as free text in this field. 

 
 
 
SEPIADES 
 
 
The SEPIADES metadata standard is designed for the description of 
photographic images, and is designed to map to Dublin Core. The core 
elements are intended to help non- or semi-experts to describe photo 
collections at least according to a minimal set of elements. 
 
Table 5: SEPIADES metadata elements9. 
 
Element Description 
Main Reference Code Records the main unique identification code of the 

collection. 
Name of Institute Gives the whereabouts of the collection, the 

background of the institution that holds the collection 
and how to contact the institute. 

Acquisition Code Main code given to the acquisition by the institute 
Location (permanent or 
temporary) 

Reference to the permanent or temporary physical 
location where acquisition has been stored 

Description Description of the collection in a narrative form 
focusing on what the collection is about or narrative 
form describing what an individual picture is about. 

Title Name that has been given by the creator of the 
collection 

Creator Individual or entity primarily responsible for the 
creation of the collection/picture. 

Descriptors/subject 
headings/classification 

Specific term or code from a formal classification 
scheme or controlled list of descriptor/subject headings 
that can be assigned to a work. 

Names Proper name of individual or entity related to the 
collection, includes not only persons, but also animals, 
houses, boats, objects with proper names, etc.  

Date Can be the date of processing, publication of 
exposure, specify which is recorded. 

Geographical location Place names that are depicted in or relevant to the 
photograph 

Access restrictions/copyright This element can include information about restrictions 
as a result of copyright, intellectual property rights, 
privacy  regulations, the condition of the material, etc. 
It may include a certain time span in which these 
restrictions are valid.  

Relationships Specification of the relationship between the collection 
and other collections and/or groupings within/outside 
the institute. 

Status Status of physical image: original, reproduction, master 
copy etc. 

                                            
9 http://www.knaw.nl/ECPA/sepia/workinggroups/wp5/sepiadestool/sepiadesdef.pdf 
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Technical identification Either digital or physical image, if physical image, 
details of the physical characteristics should be 
included e.g. colour, polarity, type, carrier/base. 

Dimensions Measurement of height and width of image, specifying 
orientation, unit of measurement, and area measured 
(image with or without border or frame for example). 

Photographic type Name of chemical process used to create the image, 
or the commercial name of the process. 

File format Specify the file format of a digital image. 
References References to resources that provide information about 

the acquisition. This element may be used to provide 
an annotated bibliography or references to interviews 
with persons. 

Origins of collection/grouping If the collection was already ordered as it is when it 
was assessed, choose ‘original’. Otherwise, when the 
collection was created later on by the institute in order 
to handle the material effectively or presenting it in a 
comprehensive way, it is an ‘administrative’ grouping. 

Contents of the 
collection/grouping/acquisition 

Describe or list in general the contents of the 
acquisition 

 
 
 
 

3) Metadata comparison and mapping tables. 
 
 
Using the definitions given in chapter 2, functionally equivalent elements can 
be mapped across the different schemas. Table 6, below, gives an overview 
of all the core elements of all five schemas, reordered and arranged so that 
equivalent fields sit alongside one another. 
 
Table 6: Metadata schemas mapped element by element. 
 
VRA CDWA KULTUR PBCore SEPIADES 
      Identifier Main Reference 

Code 

        Acquisition 
Code 

Work, collection, 
Image 

Object/Work Art/Design 
categories 

    

Creators Creator Creator 

Corporate or 
Group creators 

Contributor 

Other 
contributors 

Agent Person/ 
corporate Body 
Authority 

Other Corporate 
or Group 
Contributors 

Publisher 

Names 

Cultural context         
Date Creation Date Date Created Date 
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      Date available   
Description   Description Description Description 
Inscription         

Current Location Location 
(permanent or 
temporary) 

Location 

Place/Location 
Authority 

Locations/ 
Venues 

  

Geographical 
location 

Material       
Technique 

Materials and 
Techniques       

Measurements Measurements Measurements 
or duration 

  Dimensions 

Relation     Relation Relationships 
License 

Visible to 
Embargo expiry 
date 

Rights   

Copyright 
holders 

Rights Summary Access 
restrictions/ 
copyright 

Source         
State Edition         
Style Period         

Subject Matter Subject 

Classification 

Subjects Subject Descriptors/ 
subject 
headings/ 
classification 

  Subject 
Authority 

      

Textref Related Textual 
References 

References   References 

Title Titles or names Title and/or 
description 

Title Title 

Work Type     Instantiation Photographic 
type 

        Status 
        Technical 

identification 

  Generic 
Concept 
Authority 

Uncontrolled 
keywords 

    

Format     
Format 
description 

Format Identifier File format 

    Institutions   Name of 
Institute 

    Funders     
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    Project or series     

    Number of 
pieces 

    

    Related 
Exhibitions 

    

    Contact email 
address 

    

    Related URLs     
    Related 

Publications 
    

    Additional 
information 

    

        Origins of 
collection/ 
Grouping/ 
acquisition 

        Contents of the 
collection/ 
grouping/ 
acquisition 

      Genre   
      Coverage   

!! !! !! Audience Level !!

!! !! !!
Audience Rating 

!!

 
 
This table shows clear areas of common metadata across the different 
schemas, which gives good guidance as to which elements can be said to be 
generally necessary. The areas of divergence in each schema are also of 
interest however, as they provide strong pointers as to what is essential to 
different types of media.   
 
In order to effectively analyse these similarities and differences, tables 7, 8 
and 9 show the same elements, mapped in the same way but broken down, 
for the purposes of discussion, into administrative, descriptive and technical 
metadata.  
 
Table 7: Administrative metadata elements. 
 
VRA CDWA KULTUR PBCore SEPIADES 
      Identifier Main Reference 

Code 

        Acquisition 
Code 

Location Current Location Locations/ 
Venues 

  Location 
(permanent or 
temporary) 
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  Place/Location 
Authority 

    Geographical 
location 

Rights   License Rights Summary Access 
restrictions/ 
copyright 

    Visible to     
    Embargo expiry 

date 
    

    Copyright 
holders 

    

    Institutions   Name of 
Institute 

    Funders     
    Project or series     
    Contact email 

address 
    

    Related URLs     
    Related 

Publications 
    

        Origins of 
collection/ 
Grouping/ 
acquisition 

        Contents of the 
collection/ 
grouping 
/acquisition 

 
Of these elements, only two are required by 4 out of the 5, ‘location’ (or 
equivalent) and rights information. The location of an art work is particularly 
important if the repository contains a representation or secondary instantiation 
of the work, as it serves as part of the link between the record, the 
instantiation stored and the original. Rights information is also of particular 
significance to cultural works as they are often re-usable in new forms, 
formats or collaborations as well as being commercially exploitable, and 
frequently involve multiple rights holders (artist, photographer, performer etc) 
which can complicate issues around copyright.  
 
The KULTUR and SEPIADES sets contained significantly more administrative 
metadata than the other standards. SEPIADES is designed to describe 
collections of images as well as individual photographs, hence the need for 
information about the creation of a collection or grouping, and KULTUR, being 
a derivation of standards employed in institutional repositories, uses fields 
such as funder, institution, email address and so on which are often used 
within that community of practice. The long-term usefulness of email 
addresses is open to question, but for the period of employment of a 
practitioner this information, especially taken alongside detailed rights 
information, is a useful tool. 
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KULTUR also offers the ‘project/series’ field which offers the means to link 
different records in a manner similar to the ‘collection’ level information in 
SEPIADES. This marks an acknowledgement of the fact that art works tend 
not to exist in isolation, but rather form part of linked groups of outputs. 
 
ESSENTIAL: location, rights. 
USEFUL: Funder, institutional affiliation, project/series/collection data.  
 
Table 8: Descriptive metadata elements. 
 
VRA CDWA KULTUR PBCore SEPIADES 
Work, collection, 
Image 

Object/Work Art/Design 
categories 

    

Agent Person/ 
corporate Body 
Authority 

Creators Creator Creator 

    Corporate or 
Group creators 

Contributor Names 

    Other 
contributors 

Publisher   

    Other Corporate 
or Group 
Contributors 

    

Cultural context         
Date Creation Date Date Created Date 
      Date available   
Description   Description Description Description 
Inscription         
Material Materials and 

Techniques 
      

Technique         
Measurements Measurements Measurements 

or duration 
  Dimensions 

Relation     Relation Relationships 
Source         
State Edition         
Style Period         
Subject Subject Matter Subjects Subject Descriptors/ 

subject 
headings/ 
classification 

  Classification       
  Subject 

Authority 
      

Textref Related Textual 
References 

References   References 

Title Titles or names Title and/or 
description 

Title Title 
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  Generic 
Concept 
Authority 

Uncontrolled 
keywords 

    

    Number of 
pieces 

    

    Related 
Exhibitions 

    

    Additional 
information 

    

      Genre   
      Coverage   

 
In this category of metadata the level of agreement between the different 
schemas was markedly higher. At least four out of the five identified Creator, 
Date, Subject, Title, Description, Measurements and References as essential 
information. Of these elements, the identity of the creator, the date of 
production, the title (or equivalent identifier) of the work and its subject matter 
stand out as key data for identifying and describing an artwork.  
 
Information pertaining to original physical objects should be recorded (as in 
the dimensions, materials or techniques elements) for the sake of a complete 
and accurate descriptive record. 
 
It is worth noting that the remaining consistently named elements, the type of 
item being described and its relations with other items, were present in the 
schema that are designed to deal with multiple classes of work, whereas 
PBCore and SEPIADES could presumably safely assume the nature of the 
item to be described (being an audio-visual broadcast or photograph 
respectively).  The limited range of options for recording dork types in 
conventional repositories was a factor in the evolution of the KULTUR project, 
and mapping different work types into non-specialised repositories is one of 
the challenges to be addressed by the group. 
 
ESSENTIAL: Creator, Date, Subject, Title, Description, Measurements, 
References. 
USEFUL: Type of Work, Relations, Material/Technique. 
 
Table 9: Technical metadata elements. 
 
VRA CDWA KULTUR PBCore SEPIADES 

Work Type     Instantiation Photographic 
type 

        Status 
        Technical 

identification 
    Format Format Identifier File format 

    Format 
description 
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      Audience Level   

      Audience Rating   

 
It is clear that greater technical metadata is recommended for schemas that 
deal with a specific medium. The KULTUR metadata includes file information 
(format, description), whereas the VRA and CDWA schemas contain little or 
no technical metadata in their core elements. It is very difficult to produce a 
class of metadata elements that would cover all the possible technical 
metadata that could arise from a multi-purpose repository containing 
numerous different types of deposited item. It would certainly be too large and 
cumbersome to be of use to a depositing user. 
 
The combination employed by the KULTUR project (specifying the file format 
and providing a short free-text description) seems to be a flexible and 
pragmatic way around this issue. 
 
USEFUL: File information. 
 
 

4) Output types and definitions. 
 
 
Categories of output types. 
 
 
The KULTUR project researched the categories that art practitioners would 
use to classify their own work, and used these categories as a basis for the 
KULTUR repository art/design categories10.  
 
However, for the non-expert, the differences between these can sometimes 
be unclear. The assumption is that ‘you’ll know it when you see it’, however, 
this is not always as straightforward as might be hoped. In order to enable the 
application of these categories for the purposes of classification some 
descriptions or definitions are required in order to allow repository managers 
and users to differentiate between and apply the KULTUR categories.  
 
Working definitions are presented below for each of the KULTUR categories 
to aid in their application.  
 
 
Draft definitions: 
 

                                            
10 KULTUR project (2009) Metadata Report (final). P7. [Online] Available at: 
http://kultur.eprints.org/Metadata%20report%20Final.pdf [Last accessed 23 March 2010] 
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!"#$%&#'"!"#"$%&'(#)%*+"*,"*-)%.#("%(('$%*+"*/"&*01&1+)"21+1,#)13"45")61"
$17'1+)%#("3%$-(#5"*/"-%.)',1$"*,"/,#&1$8"9,#&1$"&#5"41".,1#)13"-65$%.#((5:"'$%+2"
-%2&1+):".*((#21"*,"-6*)*2,#-65:"*,"3%2%)#((5:"*,"#".*&4%+#)%*+"*/")1.6+%7'1$8"
"
!()*#&+)&,(+!"an aesthetic and structural design for a building or building 
interior, either rendered digitally, on paper or as a model, or a completed 
construction resulting from such a design."
"
!,-#'./'(0!"#+"#,)%$)%."*,".*+.1-)'#(";*,<"%+";6%.6")61".*+)1+)"%$".*&&'+%.#)13"
'$%+2"$*'+3"&13%#8"=*+)1+)"&#5"%+.('31:"4')"%$"+*)"(%&%)13")*"$-*<1+";*,3$:"&'$%.:"
$*'+3".*((#21$"#+3"$#&-(1$"/,*&"1>%$)%+2"#'3%)*,5"$*',.1$8"?)"&#5"41",1.*,313"*,"
21+1,#)13"#3"6*.:"*,"#".*&4%+#)%*+"*/")61");*8"
"
"1''0.%(&2!(&#3&43.5''0!"#+"#,);*,<"*,".*((1.)%*+"*/"#,);*,<$:"1%)61,"*,%2%+#("*,"
,1-,*3'.13:")#<%+2")61"/*,&"*/"*,"#$$1&4(13";%)6%+"#".*31>8"
"
6+(%$#)3!"#".,#/)@"*,"#,);*,<".,1#)13"'$%+2"*+1"*/"#",#+21"*/",1/,#.)*,5:"%+*,2#+%.:"
+*+&1)#((%."&#)1,%#($:"%+.('3%+2"4')"+*)"(%&%)13")*".(#5:"$%(%.#)1"*,"+*+@$%(%.#)1"
2(#$$"#+3".1&1+)8"
"
Composition: a musical work that has been published, performed or 
recorded and distributed. It can take the form of a written score, a recording or 
other record of performance. 
"
6'"3+(7%&#'"./'(0!"#+5"*/"#"2,*'-"*/"#.)%0%)%1$"*,"#--(%13")1.6+%7'1$";6*$1"
-,%&#,5"#%&"%$")61"-,1$1,0#)%*+:",1$)*,#)%*+"*,"&#%+)1+#+.1"*/"1>%$)%+2"#,);*,<"%+"
#+5"&13%'&8"
"
6(%8&3!"""
"
6,(%&#'": The creation and/or maintenance of a collection or exhibition of 
works, typically informed by investigation into the methods and practices of art 
and social and cultural contexts of its public presentation/dissemination and 
preservation, conducted within the context of historical and contemporary art 
discourses. 
"
9:.:+3#;"! technical, industrial or graphic designs (including schematics, 
blueprints or equivalents) either digitally rendered or on paper. "
"
<:.:+3#;"! technical, industrial, graphic or textile designs (or the equivalent) 
either digitally rendered or presented as models, physical objects or other 3-
dimensional artefacts."
"
!:#;#&%=.%(&"!#",#+21"*/"#,)%$)%.";*,<$"#+3"-,#.)%.1$")6#)"#,1".,1#)13"*,"1>-,1$$13"
'$%+2"3%2%)#(")1.6+*(*2%1$8"A61$1"%+.('31:"4')"#,1"+*)"(%&%)13")*:"B+1)"#,)C:"3%2%)#("
%+$)#((#)%*+"#,)"#+3"0%,)'#("*,"#'2&1+)13",1#(%)58"A6%$".#)12*,5".#+"%+.('31"B654,%3C"
;*,<$:"%+";6%.6"),#3%)%*+#("0%$'#("&13%#"$'.6"#$"-#%+)%+2"*,"$.'(-)',1"#,1"/'$13"
;%)6"3%2%)#(".,1#)%*+$8"D%2%)#("#,):"/*,")6%$"-',-*$1:"%$"$5+*+5&*'$";%)6"B.*&-')1,"
#,)C:"B&'()%&13%#"#,)C"*,"B+1;"&13%#"#,)C8"
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"
:(%/#";!"#+5"0%$'#("%&#21".,1#)13"'$%+2"#"-,*.1$$"*/"E@3%&1+$%*+#("&#,<@&#<%+2"
%+"#",#+21"*/"&13%#8"
"
Exhibition: public presentation of original artwork where the artist(s) are the 
sole creator, co-creator or collaborative creator(s) of one or more artworks in 
either a solo or group exhibition. Materials include but are not limited to: 
paintings, photographs, sculptures, installations, interventions and other site- 
and time-based media or events.  
• Records for individual artefacts should be recorded under the relevant 

heading.  
"
>%3*#'"!"""
"
>#=$!"F",1.*,313";*,<".*&-,%$%+2"&*0%+2"%&#21$8"?+0*(01&1+)"%+"$'.6"#";*,<"&#5"
)#<1")61"/*,&"*/"$.,11+;,%)%+2:"3%,1.)%+2:".%+1&#)*2,#-65:".#&1,#";*,<:"$*'+3"*,"
(%26)"31$%2+:"&'$%.".*&-*$%)%*+:"13%)%+2"*,"-*$)-,*3'.)%*+8"G*,<$"*/"/%(&".#+"41"
$.,11+13"#)"/1$)%0#($:"2#((1,%1$"*,"*)61,"-'4(%."01+'1$"*,"3%$),%4')13"0%#"$)*,#21"
&13%#:"%+)1,+1)"*,"*)61,"4,*#3.#$)"&13%'&8"
"
?==,3&(%&#'"!"#+"%&#21"*,"$1)"*/"%&#21$".,1#)13")*"-*,),#5"2,#-6%.#((5:"0%$'#((5"*,"
*,+#&1+)#((5")61"$1+$1"*,"&1#+%+2"*/"#";,%))1+")1>)"*,".*+.1-)8"F+"%(('$),#)%*+".#+"
$1,01")*".(#,%/5".*+)1>)"*,"&1#+%+2"*,".#+"41"1&-(*513"#$"#"310%.1")*"1+6#+.1")61"
,1#31,C$"%+)1,1$)"%+")61")1>)8"
"
?"3&%==%&#'"!"#+"#,);*,<".,1#)13")*"*..'-5"#"$-1.%/%."$%)1"*,"1+0%,*+&1+)8"H'.6"
#,);*,<$"&#5"41")%&1@4#$13:");*@"*,")6,11@3%&1+$%*+#("*,"%+0*(01"&%>13"&13%#8""
"
@%#"&#";!"#";*,<"*/"2,#-6%."#,)".,1#)13"45"#--(5%+2"-%2&1+)$:"'$'#((5"4')"+*)"
1>.('$%01(5"$'$-1+313"%+"#"(%7'%3"&13%'&:")*"#"4#$1"$',/#.18"
"
Performance: a live public presentation of a work, usually of an artistic nature, 
including but not limited to theatre, dance, musical recitals or concerts 
presented to an audience directly or via simultaneous broadcast. 
"
@*'&';(%A*B!"#+"%&#21".,1#)13"45")61".#-)',1"*/"(%26)"%+"#"$1+$%)%01"&13%'&:"$'.6"
#$"#".61&%.#((5"),1#)13"/%(&"*,"1(1.),*+%."$1+$*,8"H'.6"%&#21$"&#5"41"-,%+)13"*+)*"
#"-65$%.#("&13%'&"*,"$)*,13"1(1.),*+%.#((58"
"
@(#"&$%0#";!"#+"#,);*,<"31$%2+13"#+3"&#+'/#.)',13"45"),#+$/1,,%+2"%+<$"*,"
-%2&1+)$")*"#"$',/#.1"'$%+2"*+1"*/"#",#+21"*/"-65$%.#("-,*.1$$1$:"%+.('3%+2"4')"+*)"
(%&%)13")*"1).6%+2:"(%)6*2,#-65:"$%(<$.,11+"#+3";**3.'):"%+";6%.6"&'()%-(1:"*/)1+"
%31+)%.#(:"%&#21$".#+"41",1-,*3'.13"/,*&")61"$#&1"-(#)1:"4(*.<"*,"$.,11+8"
"
@,5=#).%(&!"-1,&#+1+)"*,")1&-*,#,5"-65$%.#(";*,<$"*/"#,)"0%$%4(1")*")61"21+1,#("
-'4(%.:";61)61,"31$%2+13"*,".*&&%$$%*+13")*"41"3%$-(#513"%+"#"-'4(%."$-#.18"H'.6"
#,);*,<$"&#5"41"/,11"$)#+3%+2"*,"/*,&"-#,)"*/"#+"1>%$)%+2"$),'.)',1"#+3"&#5")#<1"
*+1"*/"#",#+21"*/"/*,&$:"%+.('3%+2"4')"+*)"(%&%)13")*"$.'(-)',1$:"(%26)%+2"1//1.)$:"
-1,/*,&#+.1$"*,"#3#-)#)%*+$")*"$),11)"/',+%)',1"*,"1+0%,*+&1+)$8""
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"
C),=A&,(+!"#")6,11@3%&1+$%*+#(";*,<"*/"-(#$)%."#,)"%+"#+5"&13%'&:".,1#)13"45"
$6#-%+2"*,"*)61,;%$1"&#+%-'(#)%+2"&#)1,%#($8"H'.6";*,<$"&#5"%+.*,-*,#)1"*,"41"
.*&4%+13";%)6"$*'+3:")1>)"*,"(%26)"*,"*)61,"&13%#8"
"
C#&+D3A+)#8#)./'(0!"#";*,<"*/"#,)"31$%2+13"#+3"&#31"/*,"#"$-1.%/%."-(#.1"*,"
1+0%,*+&1+)";6%.6".#++*)"41"$1-#,#)13"/,*&"%)$"%+)1+313"-65$%.#("(*.#)%*+8"
.
C',"-.%(&!"#+"#,)%$)%.";*,<"%+";6%.6")61".*+)1+)"%$".*&&'+%.#)13"'$%+2"$*'+3"
&13%#8"=*+)1+)"&#5"%+.('31:"4')"%$"+*)"(%&%)13")*"$-*<1+";*,3$:"&'$%.:"$*'+3"
.*((#21$"#+3"$#&-(1$"/,*&"1>%$)%+2"#'3%)*,5"$*',.1$8"?)"&#5"41",1.*,313"*,"
21+1,#)13"#3"6*.:"*,"#".*&4%+#)%*+"*/")61");*8"
.
E+%)*#";!"
.
E+F&#=+3!"#+5";*,<"*/"#,)".,1#)13"'$%+2"+#)',#("*,"$5+)61)%."/%41,$"#+3"1&-(*5%+2"
#+5"*/"#",#+21"*/"-,*.1$$1$"%+.('3%+2"4')"+*)"(%&%)13")*";1#0%+2:"$)%).61,5:"4#$<1),5:"
<+%))%+2"#+3")#-1$),58..
.
E*+%&(+!"#";*,<"*/"#,)"%+";6%.6"-1,/*,&1,$"#.)"*')"$)*,%1$"*,"101+)$"41/*,1"#+"
#'3%1+.1"'$%+2".*&4%+#)%*+$"*/"$-11.6:"21$)',1:"&'$%.:"3#+.1"*,"$-1.)#.(18"H'.6"
-1,/*,&#+.1$"#,1"*/)1+"%$*(#)13"%+")%&1"#+3I*,"$-#.1"#+3"&#5"%+0*(01"#"-,1@
;,%))1+"$.,%-)"*,"41"%&-,*0%$13"1%)61,";6*((5"*,"%+"-#,)8"
.
EBA';(%A*B!"#+5";*,<".*&-*$13"45"#,,#+2%+2:"31$%2+%+2"*,"&*3%/5%+2"
(1))1,/*,&$:"4')"1$-1.%#((5")6*$1".*+.1,+13";%)6")61"),#+$&%$$%*+"*/";,%))1+"
&#)1,%#(8"
.
G#-+'!"#+"#,);*,<".,1#)13"45"1(1.),*+%.#((5".#-)',%+2:",1.*,3%+2:"-,*.1$$%+2:"
$)*,%+2:"),#+$&%))%+2"#+3",1.*+$),'.)%+2"#"$17'1+.1"*/"$)%(("%&#21$",1-,1$1+)%+2"
$.1+1$"%+"#.)%*+"*/)1+"#..*&-#+%13"45"#"$*'+3"),#.<8"
.
H&*+(!"#+5"#,);*,<")6#)".#++*)"41"#317'#)1(5"#..*&&*3#)13";%)6%+")61"
.#)12*,%1$"(%$)13"#4*018""
 

 
 

5) Conclusion. 
 
 
It can clearly be seen that there is a great degree of agreement across 
metadata standards as to the required elements of descriptive metadata. Most 
of these metadata elements can be described as standard. However, in 
approaching administrative and technical metadata, differences begin to 
emerge. Different institutions will clearly have different administrative needs 
which it is beyond the scope of this group to seek to anticipate. Different 
media, and different relationships between original works, their records and 
their representations demand different approaches to technical metadata. It is 
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not possible to define metadata requirements for all possible media within 
guidance aimed at non-experts.  
 
In terms of assigning different types of media output to categories, brief 
definitions have been produced which should enable the relatively 
straightforward classification of such works. It remains for the group to decide 
what recommendations should be offered as to administrative and technical 
metadata for each of these outputs, and to assess the applicability of these 
outputs to ‘ordinary’ institutional repositories, which are largely based on 
textual, predominantly scholarly outputs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


